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In this exercise sheet we try to perform a first calibration of a LMM on a family of ATM swaptions by
using the Analytic approximation that we implemented in Exercise sheet 10.

Exercise 1

The static class CalibrationItem, featured in the body of LIBORMarketModel is a simple container for

• a calibrationProduct of type AbstractLIBORMonteCarloProduct

• a calibration target value (i.e. the value we observe on the market)

• a calibration weight (typically 1)

such a class allows us to represent the product whose prices/implied volatilities are observed on the
market and whose value we would like to fit as closely as possible. In the following, we shall use this
static class in order to create an artificial family of swaptions with artificial implied volatilities and
perform a calibration to them.

Use as a starting point the test routine for the Monte Carlo Libor Market model we used in the previous
exercise sheets and write a testSwaptionCalibration which performs the following operations.

• instantiate an ArrayList containing objects of type CalibrationItem.

• Consider swaptions specified along the following lines

for (int exerciseIndex = 4;

exerciseIndex <= myLiborMonteCarlo.getNumberOfLibors() - 5;

exerciseIndex+=4) {

double exerciseDate = .....;

for (int numberOfPeriods = 1;

numberOfPeriods < myLiborMonteCarlo.getNumberOfLibors() - exerciseIndex - 5;

numberOfPeriods+=4){

}

}

• All swaptions are assumed to be at the money. Generate artificial market observed volatilities
according to the relation

double targetValueVolatilty = 0.20 + 0.20 * Math.exp(-exerciseDate / 10.0) +

0.20 * Math.exp(-(exerciseDate+numberOfPeriods) / 10.0);

• When you instantiate SwaptionAnalyticApproximation set the value unit to be implied volatility.

• The calibrated Libor market model will be a new object whose instantiation requires at least an
observed forward curve and a TimeDiscretization for the maturity dimension. You can extract
such information e.g. by writing

TimeDiscretizationInterface timeDiscretization = myLiborMonteCarlo.getTimeDiscretization();

ForwardCurveInterface forwardCurve =

((LIBORMarketModelInterface)myLiborMonteCarlo.getModel()).getForwardRateCurve();



• The calibrated Libor model also requires the initialization of some covarian-
ce structure whose parameter values shall be determined by the calibration. Use
LIBORCovarianceModelExponentialForm7Param.

• Create a LIBORMarketModel by employing the objects you instantiated.

• Create a ProcessEulerScheme and couple it with the LIBORMarketModel from the previous step
in order to instantiate a new LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulation.

• Finally plot the calibrated values and a comparison of market and model prices, together with a
measure of the calibration error.

Questions

• Where did the calibration take place?

• We implicitly used a norm in implied volatility. Can you repeat the calibration by using a norm in
price? What do you observe?


